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Offers Over £64,000

A Traditionally constructed Lower Cottage
Flat situated in an established location
close to local shops and convenient for all
motorway links to Glasgow and
Lanarkshire.

The flat is in need of modernisation and
upgrading although is situated in a well
maintained building which has a painted
render exterior beneath a natural slate
roof.

At the front there is a private garden which
is level and lawned. At the rear there is a
further garden area which is a good size
and is again mainly lawned.

The property could make an excellent first
home once upgraded or can also be a
very popular buy to let as we have many
tenants looking to rent on these areas.

Home Report Valuation
£65,000

www.packdetails.com
Reference: HP676863
Postcode: G71 6JX Council Tax Band A EPC Rating E



Vendor Comments

This has been a much loved property for our family for the last 37 years and we will be sorry to see it
change hands but hope the new owners can enjoy  the area as much as we did.

The accommodation is entered via private
side door which opens to entrance hall
with a very useful cupboard on the right
hand side which houses a modern central
heating boiler.

The lounge/living room has a window to
the front and access to the kitchen.
The kitchen is breakfasting sized with
space for table but, as previously
mentioned, it does now require to be
upgraded and modernised but again is a
great shape and once done this would be
an excellent space.

There are two good sized bedrooms, one
to the front of the property and another
one at the rear overlooking the garden.

The bathroom has been changed to a wet
room but has a modern feel to it with white
sink, white w.c and a modern electric
shower with shower curtain.

The flat also benefits from double glazing
and gas central heating.



Location

Conveniently located within walking distance to all local amenities including sport facilities, shops, bus
routes and mainline train station as well as reputable pre-school nurseries, primary and secondary
schools. Quick and easy access to motorway networks including M74, M73, and M8.
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Whilst this brochure has been prepared with care, it is not a report on the condition of the property. Its terms are
not warrantedand do not constitute an offer to sell. All area and room measurements are approximate only.
Floorplans may not be to scale.


